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Nok head, fired clay, c. 500 BCE- 200 CE 

 

The earliest ceramic sculpture was 

unearthed in the vicinity around Nok, a 

small village around Nok, a small village 

in the Jos plateau of central Nigeria. The 

great majority of the more than fifteen 

hundred pieces of recovered sculpture 

represent human heads and bodies. This 

head has a much more typical arching 

brow and an elaborate coiffure of five 

buns. Four of the buns have a hole on 

top, probably for the insertion of feathers 

or other decoration.  

 

Although the use of these terracotta 

sculptures is uncertain, they probably 

functioned in ancestral worship 

practices.  Some scholars have suggested 

that woman may have been responsible 

for modeling some of the ancient ceramic 

figurative sculpture usually attributed to 

male artists. 



Conical Tower and Circular Wall of Great Zimbabwe. Southeastern 

Zimbabwe. Shona peoples, c. 1000-1400 C.E. Coursed granite blocks. 



The form of the  Conical Tower, the most dramatic of all the symbols at Great 

Zimbabwe, suggests a grain bin. Traditionally, a Shona ruler receives tribute in 

grain and distributes this to guests, the needy, and in times of drought, making the 

grain bin a symbol of royal authority and generosity. It proclaimed the ruler as the 

protector and father of his people and their source of sustenance.  



Beside it stood the largest of all stepped platforms. This resembles a chikuva, the 

stand on which a wife displays her pottery and which symbolizes a woman’s value 

and role within the family; the chikuva also serves as the focus for prayers for 

ancestral intercession. It may be that tower and platform were symbols of male and 

female roles, the state and the family. 



The immediate response of outsiders to the stone walls of zimbabwes is that they 

must have been built for defense. The most cursory examination, however, 

disproves this: few walls achieve complete closure; many are short interrupted arcs, 

easily circumvented; others surmount cliffs that are already inaccessible; and there 

are no recognizable military features. 



The name “zimbabwe” derives from “houses of stone” but came to signify “ruler’s 

house” or “house to be venerated or respected”’. As this indicates, they were royal 

residences. Some 250 exist. Great Zimbabwe was pre-eminent among them, a capital 

of unique magnitude and wealth. This conjures up many vivid images to mind formed 

in Europe. But in and around its stone walls there was no place for the market and 

commerce of the urban street. There is no evidence of the choreography of state: no 

avenues, axes, or vistas; no symmetry; no spaces for ceremonial, procession, parade, 

or spectacle. Such ideas are both ethnocentric and anachronistic. The builders of the 

zimbabwes long preceded the absolute monarchies of Europe and their concerns were 

very different. They embodied an authority beyond physical intimidation or coercion. 

They sought seclusion rather than display.  



In southeastern Africa, an extensive trade network developed along the Zambezi, 

Limpopo, and Sabi rivers. Its purpose was to funnel gold, ivory, and exotic skins to 

the coastal trading towns that had been built by Arabs and Swahili-speaking 

Africans. There, the gold and ivory were exchanged for prestige goods, including 

porcelain, beads, and other manufactured items. Between 1000 and 1500 CE, this 

trade was largely controlled from a site that was called Great Zimbabwe, home of the 

Shona people.  



The buildings at Great Zimbabwe were built without mortar; for stability the walls 

are battered, or built so that they slope inward toward the top. Although some of the 

enclosures at Great Zimbabwe were built on hilltops, there is no evidence that they 

were constructed as fortresses. There are neither openings for weapons to be thrust 

through, nor battlements for warriors to stand on. Instead, the walls and structures 

seem intended to reflect the wealth and power of the city’s rulers.  

 

The Imba Huru was probably a royal residence, or palace complex, and other 

structures housed members of the ruler’s family court. The complex formed the 

nucleus of a city that radiated for almost a mile in all directions. Over the centuries, 

the builders grew more skillful, and the later additions are distinguished by dressed, 

or smoothly finished, stones, laid in fine, even, level courses. One of these later 

additions is a structure known simply the Conical Tower, 18 feet in diameter, 30 feet 

tall, and originally capped with three courses of ornamental stonework.  



The walls are thought to have been a symbolic show of authority, designed to 

preserve the privacy of royal families and set them apart from and above 

commoners. It is also important to note that the walls surrounded and later 

adjoined huts made of daga (mud and thatch), linked with them to form a series of 

courtyards. Daga was also used to form raised seats in particularly significant 

courtyards, and was painted to enrich its artistic effect. Since Great Zimbabwe's 

daga elements have long since eroded, the remaining stone walls provide only 

partial evidence of the architecture's original appearance. 



Although the Great Enclosure, the largest stone sculpture in all 

of sub-Sahara Africa, has been badly looted, the few surviving 

pieces of sculpture and pottery suggest that it was once a thriving 

art center housing many great treasures. Soapstone images of 

birds of prey with human features found in the ruins may 

represent the king. Stones set in a band of chevrons along the 

upper walls may also symbolize the king as an eagle and 

lightning, both of which are believed to link the sky and earth in 

a zigzag pattern.  



Great Mosque of Djenné. Djenné, Mali, begun 13th century, rebuilt 1906-7 



According to tradition, the first 

mosque in Djenné was built in 

the thirteenth century by the 

king Koi Konboro after his 

conversion to Islam. When a 

second mosque was erected in 

the nineteenth century, the 

first was abandoned and left to 

deteriorate. As a result, very 

little is known about its 

appearance. In 1906–07, a 

third mosque, funded by the 

French and said to be modeled 

after the thirteenth-century 

building, was raised on the site 

where the original once stood; 

it is this building that is 

known as the Great Mosque. 



Although it follows a typically 

Middle Eastern plan with a roofed 

prayer hall adjacent to a large 

courtyard, Djenné’s Great Mosque 

is constructed with distinctly 

African materials—mud brick and 

palm wood. One of the largest mud 

brick, or adobe, buildings in the 

world, the mosque’s thick walls 

both support the structure and act 

as insulation from the heat. At 

night, ceramic caps on the roof of 

the mosque are opened to ventilate 

the interior space. Drawing on the 

“Sudan style” of mud brick 

architecture, the Djenné mosque is 

topped by crenellation and 

attached pillars on the façade are 

used to emphasize the building’s 

verticality. 



The walls of the Great Mosque are made of sun-baked mud bricks (called 

ferey), a mud based mortar, and are coated with a mud plaster which gives 

the building its smooth, sculpted look. The walls of the building are 

decorated with bundles of palm sticks, called toron, that project about 60 cm 

(2 ft) from the surface. The toron also serve as readymade scaffolding for the 

annual repairs. 



The Great Mosque of Djenné is situated in a 

large market square, making it a constant 

presence in the everyday lives of residents. 

For one day each year, however, the 

structure becomes the focus of the city’s 

ritual life as well. Mud architecture thrives 

in parts of the world where there is enough 

water to mix plaster and form bricks, but 

not so much rain to put the dried walls in 

constant danger of dissolving. Despite the 

prevailing aridity of the Djenné region, its 

mud buildings require constant upkeep. 

During the annual festival known as 

Crepissage, thousands of people gather to 

replaster the walls of the Great Mosque. 

Although the wood poles that jut out from 

the building embellish the surface of its 

walls in a decorative manner, their primary 

function is practical; these rungs serve as 

scaffolding for those participating in the 

repairs. Today, the future of the festival and 

the mosque itself are threatened by a 

waning population and a lack of 

participation from the city’s youth. 



Many architectural elements of 

the Great Mosque have 

symbolic associations, like the 

ostrich eggs set atop each of 

the tower pinnacles which 

evoke the image of the “cosmic 

egg” that contains the 

potentiality for all life within 

it.  



Sika dwa kof (Golden Stool). Ashanti peoples (south central Ghana), c. 1700 CE, gold 

over wood and cast-gold attachments 

 

So important was the Golden Stool to the Asante ideas of power and independence 

that when colonial officials sought to remove it, a revolt was led by the Asante queen 

mother. The Golden Stool was then buried for protection, only to be unearthed by 

construction workers, who in turn desecrated it in 1921. The remaining parts of the 

stool were reworked into a new Golden Stool, the historical, ceremonial, and political 

importance of which is still considerable today. The current stool has a wooden core 

and a hammered gold covering. 



The gold used in its construction was said both to represent the essence of the 

sun and to symbolize life’s vital force or “soul” (kra), thus making it essential 

to power and well-being. Gold was further identified with endurance (through 

the sun’s perpetuity) and life (unlike the moon, the sun never “dies”). So 

sacred was this stool that it could never touch the ground and was always 

placed on its own special European-style chair and elephant–skin mat, the 

ensemble reinforcing Asante ideas of political hierarchy with the ruler being 

seen to surpass both European and natural forces.  



 

Since the stool carried the soul of the entire nation, no one except the king (or 

Asantehene) could rest against it, and then only in the course of installation and 

state ceremonies. Perhaps recalling earlier Akan stools, the base of the Golden 

Stool is disk shaped. The seat is created by a tripartite support comprised of a 

cylindrical column and two diagonal arms, like the altars (dua) to the sky god 

Nyame: they perhaps reinforce Asante royal ties to Nyame.  



Showing the Golden Stool of the Ashanti, being carried during a ceremony in 1946 

 

The political significance of the Asante Golden Stool was considerable, with Osei Tutu 

granting permission to loyal chiefs to purchase new stools. The Golden Stool legend thus 

played a vital role in unifying the various area chiefs and chieftaincies around the 

Asante king. The creation of new stools made political loyalty highly visible. Associated 

with the Golden Stool was a new set of laws, a new national ideology, and a new all-

Asante ruling council.   



The most common form of stool incorporates five support posts (one at the center and 

four at the periphery), which suggest the king and four subsidiary chiefs or the zenith 

sun and four cardinal points. Curving supports are said to suggest rainbows, and more 

naturalistic supports include such royal animals as the elephant and lion, especially 

during the twentieth century. Like the Golden Stool, the thrones of rulers, queen 

mothers, and chiefs were often covered with previously metal. The choice of metal and 

variations in size as well as other decorative features served to distinguish rank, 

gender, occupation, and so on. A range of messages were conveyed through the 

geometric patterns of the supports, including rainbows, moons, serpents, gunpowder 

kegs, padlocks, amulets, and references to defeated kings. Other motifs allude to 

military prowess, and wisdom.  



Flag of the Ashanti depicting the Golden Stool in the middle 

 

The carved stool is the soul of the lineage and the soul of the nation, the sacred 

emblem of permanence and continuity. The chief, the occupant of the stool and 

representative of all those who have occupied it before him, is the link, the 

intermediary, between the living and the dead. These sentiments are kept alive in 

the periodic ceremonies when the departed rulers’ ancestors are recalled, food and 

drink are offered to them and a sacrifice is made to them with the stool as the 

central object. An Asante lineage head or ruler officiates before the ancestral stools 

and prays to his ancestors on behalf of his people that the earth may be fruitful and 

the people may prosper and increase in numbers. 



When a new ruler came to power he would lower himself three times over his 

predecessor’s stool, the transfer of power occurring when he lightly touched the seat. In 

some Akan areas, the new king was led blindfolded into the room containing his 

predecessors’ stools and asked to touch one stool, his selection being viewed as an 

indication of the type of reign he would have. Offerings were made before the tree used 

to carve the stool was felled: these included gold dust, which was linked to wealth and 

the life force, and an egg, which symbolized both long life and the care the ruler needs 

to take in handling the nation. 



For an ordinary lineage head the stool chosen to 

represent his spirit is the one he ate from, or the one he 

sat on to have his bath- the daily bathing meant that 

there would have been a complete penetration of his 

soul stuffed into the wood. Others say it has to be the 

one on which his corpse was bathed.  

 

The consecration ceremony consists in making the stool 

black. Black is the symbol of death and it also prevents 

decomposition of the wood, of course. The successor 

pours a libation on all of the old stools. Eggs are broken 

and mixed with soot and the new stool is smeared with 

the mixture. A sheep is killed and blood is sprinkled on 

the stool. For chiefs this is performed by the chief of the 

Stool bearers and his assistants.  

 

The queen mother of each lineage is also meant to have 

one, while the queen mother of the Asante nation had a 

silver one. The stool is kept in a stool house and many 

taboos surround it, such as that no white man or 

menstruating woman should go inside. It is kept on a 

bed or dais and the kuduo, the brass vessel for holding 

gold dust, is placed under it. 



The Asante also have “unlucky days’” when the 

stools have to be worshipped. Cooked mutton 

or even raw meat is placed on the stools. If 

roasted, small pieces are stuck on skewers and 

placed in bowls in front of the stools. Blood is 

also sprinkled on them.  

 

The stools also have positive ritual functions- 

they are the central symbol at child naming 

rites, the puberty ceremonies for a girl. 

Sacrifices are made to them when a member of 

the clan marries or if an offense has been made 

against the ancestors, the worst of which is 

incest.  

 

They also sacrifice before a long journey, before 

mortgaging land, before war. In some cases the 

stools were carried to war to bring good luck 

and strength. When the war was going badly 

the chief would stand on the stool- an act of 

serious insult to the ancestors. By annoying the 

spirits he hoped to make them mover vigorous 

and bring more help to his soldiers.  



Ndop (portrait figure) of King 

Mishe miShyaang maMbul. Kuba 

peoples (Democratic Republic of 

Congo), c. 1760-1780 CE 

 

Kuba art is an aristocratic art 

since only a section of society was 

allowed the possession of luxury 

objects, the commoners being 

allowed only goods of lesser 

quality. Religion did not play a 

large part. Statuary mainly 

represented kings going back to 

the beginning of the seventeenth 

century, although only a few of 

them are contemporary. All show 

the king seated, cross-legged, and 

wearing the emblems of his sacred 

kingship. They are probably 

memorial statues, but contained 

the essence of kingship which 

could be transferred from them to 

the new king. 



Each of the kings portrayed is shown seated on a 

cubic pedestal whose sides are worked. They are 

calm, serene, with a timeless repose, a deep gravity. 

Each statue has distinctive signs of royalty. There 

are bracelets, anklets, belts and necklaces. The king 

is fat like all good kings. His face is expressionless, 

the lids half-closed and lips strangely carved. These 

statues are more political than religious, they are 

archival pieces which relate to the history of the 

kings and people among the Kuba. The royal quality 

is implicit in the pose of the figure, the hairstyle, the 

cowries in his bracelet and belt and his cap and the 

knife in his left hand.  

 

Each king can be identified by special attributes- a 

game he is supposed to have invented, a special 

drum, a slave girl he was in love with. The statues 

have the same general form but do not resemble 

each other; individual details have been given the 

faces to make them seem to be portraits. However, 

they are not portraits but conventionalized 

representations with distinguishing characteristics, 

venerated by generations of Bushoong and carefully 

preserved.  



Although they are not religious, they may incarnate 

mythical values, as they are seen in a political 

context. It is the king who had control over life, 

human and cosmic, and this must be represented in 

the statues. Kuba art decoration flourishes in all 

aspects of architecture and sculpture, in metal 

working, basket work and weaving. Art played a 

large part in the life of the Kuba court. 

 

The king was responsible for the good functioning of 

society and also for the regularity of the elements- 

particularly the rain and sun and rich harvests. He 

had to observe taboos, such as not speaking when he 

held a knife in his hand, not shedding male blood, 

not touching the soil. When he was ill, even slightly, 

his illness was seen as a danger for the whole 

country.  

 

Projecting from the base in front of this figure is an 

ibol, an object symbolic of the king’s reign. The ibol 

is a board for a game of chance and skill, one of the 

many amenities of civilization said to have been 

introduced by this culture hero. 



Kuba traditions maintain that if the ndop is 

damaged, an exact copy is made to replace it. An 

ndop was regularly rubbed with camwood and palm 

oil, giving it a reddish, glowing surface over time. It 

may have played a role in the installation of the 

king, and during his life it is said to have been not 

only a portrait but also the soul double of the king. 

Whatever happened to him was believed to happen 

to it as well.  

 

Closely associated with the king’s fertility, the ndop 

was kept in the women’s quarters, and was placed 

next to his wives during childbirth to ensure safe 

delivery. Some claim that at the death of the king 

the life force and power of kingship passed from the 

dying king to his ndop and subsequently to his 

successor during rituals of installation. Thereafter, 

the figure served as a memorial and was placed with 

his throne in a storeroom near his grave, to be 

displayed on important occasions. 



Rank within the complex Kuba 

bureaucracy of titleholders and 

royals is demonstrated by dress, 

often involving the right to wear a 

particular material such as ivory, 

copper, or a specific kind of 

feather.  The most basic indicator 

of status is the type of feather 

worn. Eagle and parrot feathers, 

for example, are reserved for the 

highest-level titleholders. In 

addition, different offices are 

distinguished by a distinctive type 

of hat, anklet, belt, or object held 

in the hand.  

 

Cloth also plays a critical role in 

defining status and rank. In some 

cases, the cloth is only one 

component of the dress item, such 

as part of a hat or belt, but in most 

a wrap-around woven raffia skirt 

is part of Kuba dress ensembles. 



Shoowa Man's Prestige Cloth 

("Velvet’), Kuba people, Kasai 

region, DR Congo, 20th century 

 

By the nineteenth century, 

raffia cloth had, in part, 

replaced bark cloth. Kuba men 

weave raffia cloth on a vertical 

loom angled at 45 degrees. Until 

the late nineteenth century, 

raffia cloth was the main form 

of clothing and the principle 

monetary unit.  

 

It continues to be important in 

masquerading, initiation, and 

funerary activities. Plain raffia 

cloth is made almost exclusively 

for local consumption and did 

not become part of the extensive 

trade in prestige items that 

developed by the early 

nineteenth century. 



Kuba Mukenga mask. Leather, 

beads, and cowrie shells, mid-20th 

century 

 

Mukenga masqueraders perform 

at the funeral ceremonies of high-

status Kuba titleholders. They 

wear masks such as this one, 

which represents an elephant. 

According to a Kuba proverb, “an 

animal, even if it is large, does not 

surpass the elephant. A man, even 

if he has authority, does not 

surpass the king.” 

 

The small beaded tusks flanking 

the trunk symbolize wealth and 

fertility. The elephant’s ivory 

formed a part of tribute given over 

to the central authority. Trade in 

ivory brought wealth to the Kuba 

kingdom and established the Kuba 

as a regional power. 
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